Human newborns spend up to 18 hours sleeping. The organization of their sleep differs 52 life in human newborns. These changes were limited to "quiet" NREM and "active" REM sleep. Also 53 our classifier data demonstrated that we can classify well above chance and similar to human scorers 54 using multi-scale permutation entropy (and just 6 EEG and 5 physiological channels). 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 4 64 101 entropy, are typically more robust against common EEG artifacts as compared to spectral measures 102 [17] which is especially important when analyzing the data of newborns. 103 Mounting evidence suggests that fluctuations in EEG entropy reflect both transient, state-like 104 changes in human brain activity (e.g. wake and sleep states), as well as slower and more long lasting 105 dynamics across a day or even brain maturation. Sleep studies investigating healthy adults report an 106 overall trend of entropy decrease from WAKE, across transitional (N1) and light (N2) to deep (N3) 107 sleep, with a relative increase during REM sleep [18-20]. A similar pattern was reported in newborns 108 with higher entropy levels in active/REM sleep as compared to quite/NREM sleep [21]. Diurnal 109 changes in EEG entropy between daytime and night time periods -although diminished in size in 110 relation to healthy individuals -were also found in patients following a severe brain-injury [22]. 111 Across the development from childhood to adulthood a permanent increase of EEG entropy has 112 been observed [23]. Also in adults (19-74 years) an age-related increase of EEG entropy was 113 reported [24]. Interestingly, during the first weeks of infancy, this pattern is much less consistent, 114 and may even be accompanied by transient declines in EEG entropy. For instance, Zhang and 115 colleagues [25] reported EEG entropy during sleep to increase across the first month of baby's life. 126 the previously extracted entropy measures in a machine learning approach. This approach could 127 ultimately complement or even replace visual staging and thus make the sleep scoring in newborns 128 more objective and replicable. Last but not least, we tried cross-session classification such that we 129 could assess whether our algorithm can generalize between age groups and reveal the similarity or 130 "dissimilarity" in sleep organization this early in life. 131 132 133 134 135 7 136
immensely from adult sleep, and its quick maturation and fundamental changes correspond to the 23 rapid cortical development at this age. Manual sleep classification is specifically challenging in this 24 population given major body movements and frequent shifts between vigilance states; in addition 25 various staging criteria co-exist. In the present study we utilized a machine learning approach and 26 investigated how EEG complexity and sleep stages evolve during the very first weeks of life. We 27 analyzed 42 full-term infants which were recorded twice (at week two and five after birth) with full 28 polysomnography. For sleep classification EEG signal complexity was estimated using multi-scale 29 permutation entropy and fed into a machine learning classifier. Interestingly the baby's brain signal 30 complexity (and spectral power) revealed huge developmental changes in sleep in the first 5 weeks 31 of life, and were restricted to NREM ("quiet") and REM ("active sleep") states with little to no 32 changes in state wake. Data demonstrate that our classifier performs well over chance (i.e., >33% for 33 3-class classification) and reaches almost human scoring accuracy (60% at week-2, 73% at week-5). Author summary 44 The organization of newborn sleep differs from adult sleep, and its ongoing maturation over 45 time corresponds with cortical development. However, sleep scoring in this population is challenging 46 given frequent artifacts in polysomnography (PSG) and absence of established staging criteria which results in low inter-scorer reliability. To investigate changes in the early brain activity, we analyzed 48 large sample of newborn data at week 2 and 5 after birth. First we evaluated sleep that was 49 previously scored visually, in terms of both entropy and oscillatory power. Next we accessed the 50 performance of automatic sleep scoring based on machine learning compared with conventional, 51 manual scoring. We observed clear developmental changes on the brain-level in the first 5 weeks of Introduction 65 Sleep of newborns greatly differs from the sleep of kids or adults. Adult-like classification of 66 sleep into classical sleep stages is possible only from the age of 2-3 months onwards, since only then 67 typical NREM patterns, like sleep spindles, K-complexes, or slow waves emerge (AASM; [1] ). Until 68 then the EEG landscape is dominated by low-voltage-irregular (REM/Wake), high-voltage slow 69 (NREM/REM), mixed (Wake/NREM/REM) and tracé alternant patterns in NREM. Oscillatory activity of 70 newborns is dominated also during wake by slow oscillations of a very high amplitude up to 100 µV 71 [2] . Another hallmark of early brain activity is bursting activity (known also as spontaneous "activity 72 transients" or "delta brushes"), characterized by slow delta-like waves with superimposed fast, beta 73 range activity [3, 4] . Hence in the first weeks of life the only discrimination of sleep stages possible is 74 between wake, active sleep (REM) and quiet sleep (NREM) [5, 6] . 
194
Spectral measure 195 We also calculated power spectral density (PSD) for the same 30s segments in 1 Hz steps and 
252
The machine learning analysis was performed in Python using the scikit-learn package [37] . To 253 evaluate the performance of a classifier standard performance metrics were used. Class-wise 254 performance (for NREM, REM and WAKE classes separately) as well as the overall performance was 255 accessed using the F1 score and the accuracy score respectively (cf. Fig 2) .
256
To compare output of the classifiers based on different data both a MSPE-and PSD-based 257 classification was repeated 20 times on the full dataset (i.e., the week 2 and week 5 data merged).
258
The 
330
At a coarse time scale (Fig 3, right) (Fig 3, right) compared to fine temporal scale (Fig 3, left) ; such that WAKE shows the lowest 338 entropy level for coarse temporal scale. week 2 and week 5 with week 2 being generally higher in entropy.
344
Similarly, we also evaluated changes in power spectral densities (PSD) across sleep stages and 345 recording session. At younger as compared to older age babies revealed increased power of fast 346 oscillations (12-30Hz) (Fig 4, left) week 2 to week 5 for slow oscillations (1-3Hz) (Fig 4, right) . Separate classification for week-2 and week-5 -within age-group 371 To automate sleep staging we used machine learning and previously extracted entropy 372 features. We first performed within age-group classification and evaluated results from the two 373 independent and age-specific classifiers. That is, we computed the performance scores of a classifier 374 that was both train and tested on data from either (1) weekd-2 or (2) week-5 recording. Accuracy 375 scores across all 3 sleep stages were significantly higher than would be expected by chance. In 376 randomization test across 3 classes, chance level was at ~33%. For both the week-2 and week-5 377 classification (cf. Fig 5, left upper panel) . Moreover, the classifier performed better on the week-5 378 (Mdn=72.7%) as compared to the week-2 (Mdn=60.1%) babies (U=1, Z=6.5, p<0.001). The per-class 379 evaluation (cf. Fig 5, Cross classification between week-2 and week-5 -across age-groups 389 In a second and last step we tested whether the classifier can generalize across age groups.
390
That is we trained the classifier on a given age-group and looked at the classification accuracy onto 391 the other age-group (cf. Fig 5, right) .
392
Compared to the within-session classification (week-2 to week-2 and week-5 to week-5), the 393 cross-session (week-5 to week-2 and week-2 to week-5) classification accuracy was decreased by 394 7.7% and 9.9%, respectively. Classification however remained well above chance level (~33%) and 395 was better when the classifier was trained on week-2 and tested on week-5 data (Mdn=62.8%) as 396 vice versa (Mdn=53.1%) (cf. Fig 5, right) . Interestingly, the per-class evaluation shows that detection , which undermines the practical applicability of this approach. Note that even in 486 adults the interrater agreement rarely exceeds 80% agreement [45] . As a matter of fact, 12 out 72 487 recordings in our sample have been classified as "difficult" by our scoring expert (Scholle S.; [30] ).
488
Considering the uncertainty in the 'ground truth', the obtained results are notably high. In fact after 489 excluding the 12 "difficult" recordings the overall classification raises by about 6% which confirms 490 presence of mislabeling in the dataset. The high classification accuracy of our automatic classifier 491 also demonstrates that complexity measures are able to capture and quantify essential 492 characteristics of vigilance states in newborns. Recently an independent group of researchers has 493 used a similar approach to study sleep in preterm infants finding a significant correlation between 494 the EEG complexity and the infant's age (ranging from 27 to 42 weeks) [46] . In contrast to the 495 aforementioned study (where sample entropy was used), our approach was based on robust 496 permutation entropy. A limitation of our current approach is certainly that we did not yet include 497 respiration (mainly due to practical reasons, e.g., to ensure a rapid recording-start in the newborns) 498 and that our "ground truth" scoring is lacking a double scoring. Given that we included a pioneer 499 (Scholle S.) in infant sleep staging which carefully reviewed all our baby PSG recordings (including 500 simultaneous video recordings and Prechtl vigilance-scorings from the recordings) we believe that 501 our manual scoring is as good as it can get for the moment. Future studies should still try to add 502 respiration and independent second scorers which potentially would lead to further improvement of 503 classification accuracy.
504
The significantly higher overall classification performance for week-5 as compared to week-2 505 recordings indicates that the neonatal sleep/wake states become more distinguishable within a very 506 short time spanning only about 3 weeks of early human development. For across age-groups 507 classification we observed overall decrease in accuracy as compared to within-group classification, 508 which indicates marked "dissimilarity" in the sleep organization between the two sessions. It is 509 worthy of note that although fully consistent with our univariate entropy results, the classification 510 approach models simultaneously all temporal scales and all channels (including EMG, ECG, EOGs),
